
HEINEKEN MARKET SEGMENTATION

It segments its brands based on Regional, Local and International.

However, the main questions remain. The board of directors of Heineken had to think globally about which
markets should be entered and which marketing strategy could be undertaken to support the global ideas.
Heineken is currently selling beer to more than countries and has fully owned operations in 70 countries. He
lives in a city and is often high educated, brand aware, status- minded and sophisticated in his behaviour. If the
market response is deemed satisfactory, the company will then license its brand to a local brewer in hopes of
expending volume. The higher price reflects the high-quality of the Heineken beer. So a combination of
incremental and simultaneous entries with more propensities to incremental is the main expansion strategy of
Heineken. Saunders, M. Global Marketing, fifth edition. In the Netherlands some additional customized
products such as beertenders, buckler alcohol free beer , the icon, draught kegs, and extra cold beer are being
sold. They are demanding personalized products and services, and they expect a two â€” way relationship with
brand. Despite the previous, this does not mean that it is not relevant. Further, the deductive approach has a
number of important characteristics. Their way of emotional positioning is a very strong aspect in Heinekens
success up till now. Also prices differ all over the world due to importing cost and government regulations.
This sequence suggests that Heineken applies the shower approach. Its beer is sold around the globe and is
meant for every culture and country. I am currently assessing your needs and opinions regarding Heineken
products in order for the company to improve its service quality. Pearson Longman. IRS Company,  Heineken
is also present at the Rugby World Cup, the Olympics and they have their own international tennis
tournament, which is called the Heineken Open. What specific alternatives or measures can be done to help
improve the market segmentation strategies of underachieving multinational companies and organizations?
The region Africa and the Middle East is responsible for  For example a case of Heineken costs almost twice
as much in the United States as a case of Budweiser Grrrr. As a premium brand that embaces quality over
quantity, Heine ken seeks to promote a responsible drinking culture. Therefore, Heineken operates on the
whole globe and maximizes its competitive advantage due to dividing markets into regions and appointing
directors of each region. Traditional media such as TV, radio, and print have become less effective at reaching
target markets and are losing mindshare to the web and time-shift TV. Instruments used A self-administered
questionnaire, or the type of questionnaire that was usually completed by respondents, was constructed by the
researcher to gather the needed data Saunders et al,  All these general characteristics are measurable,
accessible and actionable. To further enhance the study on the customer satisfaction, the researcher prepared a
survey-questionnaire wherein the respondents graded each statement. Oxford: Blackwell. It even changed the
Martini, the original drink of the old James Bonds, with a bottle of Heineken. But that is not the case and
brands have to adapt in any part of the world where they are commercialized. Selling Heineken under one
brand name over more than countries maximizes the impact of the brand. Fox News,  During the focus groups,
participants will be asked about their perceptions and preferences regarding Heineken products.


